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The Covid19 pandemic has changed the 
world of work and revolutionised working 
digitally, as opposed to traditional face 
to face. Prospect have been continuing 
with our on-line coaching, developing 
and delivering webinars, writing blogs, 
developing tools to help support you 
during this period as well as continuing 
our virtual networking.

We are proud that we have stayed 
focused and have been agile in supporting 
our clients, as well as preparing as a team 
for the forthcoming months in determining 
what this means for us as a business and 
the services that we offer in the future.

We have seen this period as exciting, 
forming new alliances, looking at innovative 
and creative opportunities and working 
collaboratively with our clients and networks 
to understand their needs as they look to re-
start their services. We have also developed 
innovative ways to support organisations, 
teams and individuals to reflect, to learn from, 
and decompress as they emerge from dealing 
with the pandemic.

We are successfully delivering coaching, 
training and facilitating development 
programmes all digitally and would like to 
extend our digital offer to support existing 
clients, new clients and individuals.

Prospect Business Consulting 
Ltd is proud of the track record 
we have built over many 
years as a leading provider of 
leadership development and 
change management services. 
In our development we have 
always used a blended learning 
approach of digital learning, 
e-learning, digital tools, and our 
bespoke learning platform along 
with traditional face to face 
working. 
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“Expert skill, knowledge and  
 attention to detail about subject 
 areas facilitates the design of well 
 thought out proposals to support 
 leadership development”

 Organisational Development Manager, 
 Warrington and Halton Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
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Work 
That We 
Deliver 
Digitally

Our online learning platform, PRO:VE, is over 10 years old and 
constantly adapting. It is possible to add online learning to all of 
our learning and ILM qualifications.

The following outlines the areas of our work that we deliver digitally. 
Please get in touch if you would like to discuss any of these further and 
we will work with you to understand your needs and how our services 
could help you.
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Analysis of pandemic impact on self, team and 
organisation – personally, psychologically and 
practically, an opportunity to reflect and determine 
actions / priorities going forward.

Rebuilding and resetting teams objectives, ways of 
working and roles that have experienced changes, 
addressing tensions, formulating working agreements 
moving forwards.

Thinking differently about strategy in uncertain 
times, developing strategic postures and scenarios, 
identifying areas of opportunity, risk and influence, 
using a bespoke strategic choice framework 
developed by Prospect.

Prospect can facilitate conversations to help 
organisations and teams honestly examine their 
practice and policies and the implications for change 
arising from Black Lives Matters.

Building and resetting Team building and re-setting

Developing forward 
strategy, aims and goals

Delivering Diversity / 
Black Lives Matters
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A range of 1-2 hour interactive workshops, supported 
by materials and resources on our virtual learning 
environment. Topics include leadership style, 
managing change, using creativity and problem 
solving, influence, negotiation and conflict, team 
excellence, developing strategy, systems thinking, 
systems leadership, collaboration, culture change etc.

Using a range of evidence based tools, our 
expert team of coaches and facilitators are highly 
experienced at working with teams to define resilience 
for individuals and teams and making practical 
agreements to support well-being.

A workshop to explore models and practical tools for 
approaching problem solving and making decisions.

Ranging from bespoke workshops to in depth long 
term culture change programmes to examine your 
existing culture and mapping your desired future 
culture, behaviours and values.

Leadership Bitesize Personal resilience and wellbeing

Problem solving and 
decision making

Culture, values and behaviours
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Drawing upon our 15 year track record as change 
consultants, we have developed a range of practical 
tools to help deliver change successfully – ranging 
from complex, systems level change through to 
personal change.

Working with our Arts based leadership expert, 
this workshop explores how we can all develop our 
creativity and innovation and apply this to our existing 
work and challenges.

Specific skills based 1-2 hour workshops including time 
management, people management, planning, project 
management, communications, presentation skills.

Prospect are expert facilitators of groups undertaking 
a challenge together – we help to explore options, 
build clarity, unearth creativity, build consensus and 
develop realistic actions.

Change management and uncertainty Innovation and creativity

Management skillsSpecific and tailored facilitated 
workshops to unpack a specific 
opportunity, problem or challenge
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This is a very popular programme that has been 
delivered to NHS directors across the country – a series 
of half day workshops where delegates come away 
with deep understanding of their personal impact and 
style and many tools to be able to handle negotiation 
and conflict with confidence.

Our team has over 10 qualified and experienced 
coaches, these workshops provide delegates with key 
concepts and tools to introduce or develop a coaching 
approach when leading others.

As a lifetime accredited centre for the Institute of 
Leadership and Management, Prospect’s long standing 
qualification programmes are available for digital 
delivery.

High impact influencing and 
negotiation / handling conflict

Coaching skills for leaders

Qualification programmes in Strategic 
Leadership and Management and 
Coaching (ILM level 5-7 qualifications)
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“ I was impressed when we started our coaching sessions that you took 
 the time to really understand my business deeply and with the right 
 questions got to learn more about our specific needs in terms of 
 moving forward. Importantly, you create a safe space in which 
 to explore difficult subjects that are often at the root of unresolved 
 problems that prevent us from growing professionally (that often are 
 impacting on us personally too)”.

 Ian Benson 
 The Agency (London) Ltd  / Blue Bear Film & TV

“The day was excellent, exceeded expectations covered things / tools 
 that I can use for several scenario’s not just meetings. One of the best 
 training programmes I have been on”.

“ I have learnt new skills and will use them for effectively chairing skills 
 from now on. This should be mandatory training for everyone – 
 fantastic day and brilliantly facilitated”.

 Effective Chairing

“ Prospect were excellent to work with; they were flexible to our 
 requirements and problem solved in a collaborative way to ensure the 
 leadership training met our needs. All session where evaluated to an 
 excellent standard. I would recommend Prospect to other organisation 
 who are looking for expertise in leadership development”.

 Michelle Wren 
 Cancer delivery Lead, Service Improvement, Northern Cancer Alliance
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Prospect Business Consulting 
The Empress Business Centre 
380 Chester Road 
Manchester M16 9EA

0161 236 6733 
louise@weareprospect.com 
weareprospect.com

Our Head Office includes on site 
coaching and training rooms 
available for use by Prospect clients.

Let’s Work 
Together

To find out how we can help you or 
your organisation to grow, improve 
and change please give us a call on 
0161 236 6733 or email Louise on 
louise@weareprospect.com
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